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Tree Crown Extration using a Three States MarkovRandom FieldXavier Desombes , Eugène Pehersky ∗Thème COG � Systèmes ognitifsProjet ArianaRapport de reherhe n° ???? � Septembre 1997 � 14 pages
Abstrat: We present a new model for extrating tree rowns from aerial images, ontaininga near infrared hannel. We address the problem as an image segmentation problem solvedby a Markov Random Field (MRF) modeling embedded in a Bayesian framework. Theprior model onsists of a ouple �eld de�ned by a three states MRF, assoiated to vegetation,bakground and enter of trees, and a template �eld representing the tree shape. A template�eld allows to assoiate an ellipse to model the rown of eah deteted tree. The model isoptimized by a simulated annealing sheme based on a Metropolis dynamis. We show someresults on real images of manmade plantations and natural forests.Key-words: tree rown detetion, Markov Random Field, ouple �eld, template
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Extration de houppiers par un hamp de Markov à troisétatsRésumé : Nous proposons une nouvelle approhe pour extraire les houppiers d'arbre àpartir d'images aeriennes ontenant un anal prohe infra-rouge. Nous résolvons le problèmeomme un problème de segmentation en tuilsant une modélisation markovienne dans unontexte Bayesien. Le modèle a priori onsiste en un hamp ouple dé�ni par un hamp deMarkov à trois états, assoiés au fond, à la végétation et au entre des arbres, et par unhamp de patrons représentant la forme des arbres. Le hamp aléatoire de patrons permetd'assoier un modèle elliptique à haque houppier déteté. Le modèle est optimisé par unreuit simulé fondé sur une dynamqiue de Metropolis. Nous montrons des résultats sur desimages réelles de plantations et de forêts naturelle.Mots-lés : détetion de houppiers, hamps de Markov, hamp ouple, patron



Tree rown extration 31 IntrodutionTree ounting and lassi�ation provide some parameters whih are of paramount importanefor managing the forest resoures. An aurate haraterization of the tree population isneessary to evaluate the evolution of the population or the e�et of eologial disaster suhas hurriane or epidemi. Remotely sensed data play a leading role in this area as a heapand fast way of investigation ompared to an evaluation on ground. Automati analysisof remotely sensed images is another improvement as it saves expert time in making theevaluation. Early works in this area onerned essentially the detetion of tree position. Asthe image resolution inreases, new algorithms an also provide an individual delineation oftree.In this paper, we propose an approah to jointly estimate the tree position and delineatetheir rown. We onsider three hannel images as input, one of them being the near infraredhannel. In this ontext, several approahes have been proposed for that purpose. A �rstlass of approahes is based on a detetion of seeds (representing andidates for representinga tree) whih derives from the detetion of loal maximum above some threshold in the nearinfrared hannel. The delineation of eah individual tree an then be obtained by a ontourapproah based on a valley following proedure [1℄ or a region growing algorithm [2℄. Theseapproahes are based on the gray level information (trees indues light gray levels in nearinfrared images) and suppose that a shadow (dark gray levels) is visible around the trees.This last assumption an be partially ignored by applying post-treatment to split omplexonneted omponents. The seond lass of approahes onsists of de�ning a template. Atree is deteted if the image signal loally math the de�ned template [3, 4℄. In this approah,the detetion is not based on the pixel level but on a loal mask. This approah is then morerobust if the real shape of the tree rown well �t the template. To extend the generality ofthis approah, a set of di�erent templates an be onsidered. The deision is then taken ona voting priniple [5℄. Extending the generality of the templates by adding some parametersmay also lead to high omputational time. Among this seond lass, a global model onthe whole image an be de�ned by inorporating some information on the spatial strutureof the population. Some regularity properties on the tree loalization an be modeled byinterations between neighboring trees. A general model, based on marked point proesshas been reently proposed [6℄. The solution is obtained by an optimization tehnique,based on a simulated annealing sheme [7℄. In this paper, we ombine the two previouslasses. We propose a pixel based approah while inorporating some shape informationas well as some interations between di�erent trees. We onsider the Bayesian frameworkand de�ne the problem as a segmentation problem. We de�ne a Markov Random Field(MRF) as a prior. MRFs are an appropriate tool to address global onstraints by de�ningloal interations [8, 9℄. They have been widely used for image segmentation beause oftheir ability to impose regularity onstraints while preserving the details of shapes [10℄.Herein, we onsider some short and middle range interations de�ned by a random templaterepresenting the shape of tree rowns and long range interations de�ning the regularityof the tree loalization. The data are taken into aount at a pixel level by a Gaussianlikelihood. Finally, the model optimization is performed by a simulated annealing shemeRR n° 0123456789



4 Desombes & Peherskybased on a Metropolis dynamis. One key point is that the interations are de�ned bytemplates modeling trees on eah pixel. The label �eld L ativates or not this templatefor eah pixel, re�eting or not the presene of a tree at this loation. This label �eld isnot stationary in the sense that the templates may vary in spae re�eting trees of di�erentdimension. We therefore onsider a seond random �eld T modeling the distribution oftemplates in the image. The ouple (L, T ) is then a stationary ouple Markov �eld asde�ned in [11℄.The model is presented in setion 2. Some results on real data are shown in setion 3.Finally, onlusions are drawn in setion 4.2 Modeling tree population by a three states MarkovRandom FieldWe extrat the tree rown by segmenting the image using a Markov Random Field (MRF)approah embedded into a Bayesian framework. We �rst onsider a set of 2D templatesde�ned by two onentri ellipses, the �rst one representing the tree rown, the seond onede�ning the bakground around the tree. Let E denotes the template set:
E = {e(a,b,θ), a ∈ [rmin, rmax], b ∈ [rmin, rmax], θ ∈ [0, π/2[},where e(a,b,θ) = ein

(a,b,θ) ∪ eout
(a,b,θ)with{

ein
(a,b,θ) = {s = (i, j) ∈ S : (i cos θ+j sin θ)2

a2 + (−i sin θ+j cos θ)2

b2
≤ 1}

eout
(a,b,θ) = {s = (i, j) ∈ S, s /∈ ein

(a,b,θ) and (i cos θ+j sin θ)2

(a+2)2 + (−i sin θ+j cos θ)2

(b+2)2 ≤ 1} (1)We de�ne a random �eld T on the lattie, ts = s + e(s) where e(s) ∈ E, ∀s ∈ S. We nowonsider a realization of T , whih means that on eah pixel a template, whih is an elementof E translated on s, is de�ned to model an underlying tree. Let L be the label �eld where
ls ∈ {0, 1, 2}, ∀s ∈ S. The label 0 refers to bakground, the label 1 refers to vegetation (treeor not), and the label 2 refers to a tree enter. The template ts in pixel s is ativated, whihmeans that we onsider that there is indeed a tree entered on s, if and only if ls = 2. Weembed the problem into a Bayesian framework and optimize the posterior P (L, T |Y ) where
Y represent the data:

P (L, T |Y ) ∝ P (Y |L, T )P (L, T ) ∝ P (Y |L, T )P (L|T )P (T ) (2)The templates at eah site s are supposed to be independent and uniformly distributed on
E. We also assume that, onditionally on the label �eld, the data are independent from thetemplate �eld. We then have to optimize the following:

P (L, T |Y ) ∝ P (Y |L)P (L|T ) (3)
INRIA



Tree rown extration 5The prior P (L|T ) is a Markov Random Field, de�ned as follows:
P (L|T ) =

1

Z
exp−βt

∑

s∈S

V (lu, u ∈ ts)δ(ls = 2)−βr

∑

(u,v)∈S×S

δ(lu = 2, lv = 2)
∣

∣ein(u) ∩ ein(v)
∣

∣,(4)where |A| denotes the ardinal of A. Note that the Markov property is satis�ed as soonas the templates are bounded (rmax < ∞). The seond term of equation (4) represents arepulsive term whih penalizes overlapping between templates. The �rst term �ts the label�eld on the templates and is de�ned as follows:
V (lu, u ∈ ts) =

∑

u∈tin
s

δ(lu = 0) − δ(lu = 1) +
∑

u∈tout
s

δ(lu = 1) − δ(lu = 0). (5)The template term thus favors vegetation labels in the template and bakground labels inthe boundary. The likelihood is de�ned by modeling the bakground and the vegetationwith Gaussian laws:
P (Y |L, T ) =

exp−

[

∑

s∈S

(

(ys − µt) ∗ C−1
t ∗t (ys − µt)

2
+ 0.5 log(2πDet(Ct))

)

(δ(ls = 1) + δ(ls = 2))

+

(

(ys − µb) ∗ C−1
b ∗t (ys − µb)

2
+ 0.5 log(2πDet(Cb))

)

δ(ls = 0)

] (6)where µt, Ct (resp. µb, Cb) are the mean and the ovariane matrix of the vegetation pixels(or tree enter) (resp. the bakground pixels). Det(.) is the determinant.To optimize the model we onsider a MCMC dynami embedded into a simulated annealingsheme. We onsider the following Metropolis iterative algorithm:a. Consider a random initial on�guration X(0) = (L(0), T (0)), set Temp = Temp(0) and
n = 0b. For eah site s ∈ S, onsidered in the lexiographi order:� selet a new value u aording to uniform law on {0, 1, 2} × E,� De�ne the urrent on�guration X = (x

(n+t)
1 , t < s, xs = x

(n)
s , x

(n)
t , t > s) and the newon�guration X ′ = (x

(n+1)
t , t < s, xs = u, x

(n)
t , t > s) and ompute the aeptaneratio α =

(

P (X′|Y )
P (X|Y )

)
1

Temp(n)� set x
(n+1)
s = u with probability min(1, α) and x

(n+1)
s = x

(n)
s with probability 1 −

min(1, α)RR n° 0123456789



6 Desombes & Pehersky. if the stopping riterion is not reahed set Temp(n + 1) = f(n + 1) and go to bThe funtion f is a dereasing funtion. The onvergene to the global maximum of theposterior distribution is theoretially obtained for f(n) = Temp(0)
log(n+1) . In pratie, to speed upthe proess, we use f(n) = anTemp(0) with a lose to 1, typially a = 0.98.3 ResultsIn this setion, we show some results obtained on di�erent kinds of population. First, let usonsider a man made plantation, whih onsists of periodially spaed poplars. The dataonsists of a three hannel aerial image with 50 m resolution. This �rst simple examplevalidates the approah as the trees are orretly deteted and loalized (see �gure 1). If weenlarge the area, we an see that, by de�ning a template whih overs the objet by also itsneighborhood, and thus by favoring bakground pixels in the neighborhood, we avoid falsealarms in the �elds, where the radiometry is lose to that of the trees (see �gure 2). In thisseond example, a few false alarms our on the right side of the plantation. This is due toboth the presene of a �eld with a radiometry similar to trees and to shadows of the treesat the border of the plantation. Note that we do not put any information onerning thetree alignment in the model. Therefore, the detetion remains robust in more di�ult asesas shown on �gure 3. On �gure 3 bottom right, we show the intersetion of the ativatedtemplates and the pixels labeled as vegetation. These onneted omponents represent theatual deteted tree rown shapes. They an be used for example to ompute an estimationof the total rown surfae, whih an be linked to the total wood volume when the treespeies is known.Next example onerns the Swedish forest, in whih four di�erent speies an be distin-guished (pine, sprue, birh, aspen). Despite the di�erent typial size and some radiometryvariation, the detetion is still satisfatory, mainly beause the mode representing the bak-ground is well de�ned (see �gure 4).We now address the limits of the approah. Sine we have proposed a template basedapproah, the performanes depend on the geometrial model embedded in the templatede�nition. We show the limit of the approah on two di�erent examples. The �rst onerepresents a very dense area (see �gure 5). In this area, the ontour of eah rown is hardlyvisible, even for an expert. The detetion shows that only part of the sene is desribed.The overlay of the deteted ellipses shows that there is not a lear orrespondene betweenthe data and the deteted trees. Our objet model is not adapted to very dense areas forwhih only a global desription an be derived from the information observed in the data.Finally, we show some result on an image taken far from the nadir point (see �gure 6).The perspetive e�et spoils the performane of our approah. Only the main trees havebeen orretly deteted. For this kind of image, a fully template based approah suh asin [4℄ is more appropriate. Suh an approah, onsidering a wider set of possible templates,is di�ult to embed in a stohasti framework, due to omputational onsiderations.

INRIA



Tree rown extration 74 ConlusionWe have proposed a ouple Markov random �eld to extrat and delineate tree rowns fromaerial images. This model onsists of a Markov label �eld ontaining middle range intera-tions de�ned by the realization of an underlying template �eld. Results have been shown onseveral datasets, proving the e�ieny of the approah. This model an be seen as a mixingbetween an objet approah (de�ned by the template �eld) and a pixel approah (de�nedby the label �eld). Therefore, the model reahes its limits when the templates do not �t thedata, for instane when the population is to dense. Next step will onsists in omparing andevaluating di�erent approahes for trees extration with respet to detetions performed byexpert. we are urrently working on a protool to ondut this evaluation. A seond aspetonern tree lassi�ation. When the tree rown is extrated, we an expet to lassify thedi�erent speies using some features based on radiometry, texture or/and shape. This anprovide information for studying natural resoures and give for example some estimation ofthe wood volume ontained in a given population.Referenes[1℄ F.A. Gougeon, �Automati Individual Tree Crown Delineation using a Valley-followingAlgorithm and Rule-based System,� in Pro. of the International Forum on AutomatedInterpretation of High Spatial Resolution Digital Imagery for Forestry, D.A. Hill andD.G. Lekie, Eds., Vitoria, British Columbia, Canada, February 1998, pp. 11�23.[2℄ M. Erikson, Segmentation and Classi�ation of Individual Tree Crowns, Ph.D. thesis,Swedish University of Agriultural Sienes, Uppsala, Sweden, 2004.[3℄ R. Pollok, �Individual Tree Reognition based on Syntheti Tree Crowns ImageModel,� in Pro. of the International Forum on Automated Interpretation of High Spa-tial Resolution Digital Imagery for Forestry, D.A. Hill and D.G. Lekie, Eds., Vitoria,British Columbia, Canada, February 1998, pp. 25�34.[4℄ M. Larsen, �Crown modelling to �nd tree top positions in aerial photographs,� in Pro.of the Third Internationl Airborne Remote Sensing Conferene and Exhibition, 1997,vol. 2, pp. 428�435.[5℄ M. Larsen, �Individual Tree Top Position Estimation by Template Voting,� in Pro.of the Fourth International Airborne Remote Sensing Conferene and Exhibition / 21stCanadian Symposium on Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Ontario, June 1999, vol. 2, pp.83�90.[6℄ G. Perrin, X. Desombes, and J. Zerubia, �2d and 3d vegetation resoure parametersassessment using marked point proesses,� in Pro. International Conferene on PatternReognition (ICPR), Hong-Kong, August 2006.
RR n° 0123456789



8 Desombes & Pehersky[7℄ G. Perrin, X. Desombes, and J. Zerubia, �Adaptive simulated annealing for energyminimization problem in a marked point proess appliation,� in Pro. Energy Mini-mization Methods in Computer Vision and Pattern Reognition (EMMCVPR), St Au-gustine, Florida, USA, November 2005.[8℄ J. Besag, �Spatial interation and statistial analysis of lattie systems,� Journal of theRoyal Statistial Soiety Series B, vol. 36, pp. 721�741, 1974.[9℄ S. Geman and D. Geman, �Stohasti relaxation, Gibbs distribution, and the Bayesianrestoration of images.,� IEEE trans. on Pattern Analysis and Mahine Intelligene, vol.6, no. 6, pp. 721�741, 1984.[10℄ X. Desombes, R. Morris, J. Zerubia, and M. Berthod, �Estimation of markov random�eld prior parameters using markov hain monte arlo maximum likelihood,� IEEETrans. Image Proessing, vol. 8, no. 7, pp. 954�963, July 1999.[11℄ W. Piezynski and A.N. Tebbahe, �Pairwise Markov random �elds and segmentationof textured images,� Mahine Graphis and Vision, vol. 9, no. 3, pp. 705�718, 2000.
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Tree rown extration 9

plantation.bmp

plantation.bmp

Figure 1: Result on a poplar plantation (top: initial image © IFN, middle: deteted trees,bottom: tree templates)RR n° 0123456789



10 Desombes & Pehersky

../PLANTATIONS/plantation.bmp

Figure 2: Result on a poplar plantation (top: initial image© IFN, bottom: deteted trees)INRIA



Tree rown extration 11
complex.bmp

complex.bmp

Figure 3: Result on a poplar plantation (top left: initial image © IFN, top right: detetedtrees, bottom left: tree templates, bottom right: deteted rown shape.)
RR n° 0123456789



12 Desombes & Pehersky

mixed.bmp

mixed.bmp

Figure 4: Result on a natural forest (top: initial image © SUAS, middle: deteted trees,bottom: tree templates) INRIA



Tree rown extration 13

dense.bmp

dense.bmp

Figure 5: Result on a dense oak forest (top: initial image © IFN , middle: deteted trees,bottom: tree templates)RR n° 0123456789



14 Desombes & Pehersky

offnadir256.bmp

Figure 6: Result on a image far from the nadir point (top: initial image © RVAU, bottom:deteted trees)
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